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ABSTRACT
A small-scale laboratory adaptive optics system using a Shack-Hartmann wave-front sensor (WFS) and a membrane
deformable mirror (DM) has been built for robust image acquisition. In this study, an adaptive limited control
technique is devised to maintain the long-term correction stability of the adaptive optics system. To prevent the
waste of dynamic correction range for small residual wave-front distortions, which are inefficient to correct, the
developed system tries to limit wave-front corrections when a similar small difference in the wave-front pattern is
repeatedly generated. In addition, the effect of mechanical distortion in an adaptive optics system is studied and a
pre-recognition method for the distortion is devised to keep the optimal performance over a long period of time. A
confirmation process for a balanced work assignment among deformable mirror (DM) actuators is adopted for the
pre-recognition. The corrected experimental results obtained by using a built small scale adaptive optics system are
described in this paper.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Wave-front control is a widely-used technique to improve the performance of optical systems by actively correcting
wave-front distortions due to atmospheric turbulence, optical fabrication errors, thermal effects, and laser or laser
device aberrations [1-3]. The principal applications of wave-front control are improving the image quality in optical
imaging systems such as infrared astronomical telescopes, imaging, and tracking rapidly moving space objects, and
compensating for laser beam distortion through the atmosphere [4-7]. Nowadays, an adaptive optics technique for
wave-front correction, combined with OCT (optical coherence tomography), is widely used to improve the image
quality of an in-vivo human retina [7-9]
A conventional adaptive optics system consists of a wave-front sensor, a deformable mirror (DM), and a control
computer. The control computer measures the wave-front distortion by using a wave-front sensor and corrects it by
using a deformable mirror in a closed-loop. The key factors in a closed-loop adaptive optics system are the
correction efficiency and system stability [10-11]. The performance of an adaptive optics system depends highly on
the correction capability of the deformable mirror, which is comparatively expensive among the configuration
components of an adaptive optics system. Thus, an economical configuration of a system using a cost-effective
deformable mirror is essential for expansion to industrial applications. In addition, the stabilization of the configured
system is a key in practical applications. Suppression for high-order Eigen modes in the influence function matrix of
a DM is conventionally used to improve the stabilization. The technique improves the system’s stability by
widening the dynamic range of the DM’s actuators, but it decreases the accuracy of the correction capability. The
correction efficiency of the system is also decreased if the mechanical arrangement between a wave-front sensor and
a corrector is distorted. The distortion decreases the system performance because it reduces the dynamic correction
range of the system. Thus, users may run a system with its low-performance if they do not recognize the
arrangement distortion.
In this study, a stabilization technique without a decrease in the correction accuracy of the built adaptive optics
system using a cost-effective membrane deformable mirror was investigated. An adaptive limited correction method
was devised to improve the stability of the system by not using voltage resources to correct small non-effective
distortions. The effect of mechanical distortion in an adaptive optics system using a Shack-Hartmann wave-front
sensor (SHS) and an economical membrane deformable mirror (DM) is also studied, and a pre-recognition method

for the mechanical distortion is then investigated to prevent the system from running at a low-performance level. An
inspection process for a balanced work assignment among the DM actuators is adopted to recognize the mechanical
distortion. The technique for confirming balanced eigenvalues can provide optimal arrangement information of an
adaptive optics system. Correction experiments using the stabilization and confirmation techniques are carried out,
and the experimental results are compared in this manuscript.

2.

CONFIGURATION OF A BUILT SMALL SCALE ADAPTIVE OPTICS SYSTEM

A block-diagram of the built adaptive optics system is shown in Fig. 1, and a photo is shown in Fig. 2. The closedloop adaptive optics system consists of a tip/tilt sensor (TTC: acA640-100gm, Basler Inc.), a Shack-Hartmann-type
wave-front sensor (WFS: WFS10-14AR, Thorlabs Inc.), a membrane deformable mirror (DM: MultiDM140-35,
Boston Micromachines), a tip/tilt mirror (TTM: S-340.SSL, PI Co.), a monitoring camera for Strehl-ratio (SC:
acA640-120gm, Basler Inc.), an image acquisition camera (IC: acA640-120gm, Basler Inc.), and a control computer
(PC, CPU-I7, Windows).

Fig. 1. Block diagram of the developed small-scale adaptive optics system.

Fig. 2. Photograph of the developed small-scale adaptive optics system.

As shown in Fig. 1, a wave-front image is acquired by a Shack-Hartmann-type wave-front sensor (WFS) after the
He-Ne laser beam passes through a phase plate (PP, Lexitek Inc.), a tilt mirror (TTM), and a deformable mirror
(DM). The data of the wave-front error are calculated by extracting the moved center positions of the X-axis and Yaxis for a local wave-front spot image in each sub-aperture. Tilt data of the X-axis and the Y-axis are acquired by
the TTC. Here, the tilt data are calculated by extracting the movement of a focused laser spot image. The wave-front
slope and the tilt data are calculated by acquiring the centroid’s movement of each spot image. The control computer
then corrects for the tilt error using a tip/tilt mirror (TTM), and corrects for the wave-front errors using a deformable
mirror (DM) after calculating the correction voltages in modal or zonal control mode. In Figs. 1 and 2, the notation
M indicates a mirror, L is a lens, BS is a beam splitter, NF is a neutral density filter, and IL is the imaging optics. A
rotating phase plate (PP) is used to artificially produce wave-front distortions. One camera (SC) is used for
monitoring the Strehl-ratio of the laser beam in real-time and another image camera (IC) is used for observing the
real-time image.

Fig. 3. Arrangement of a wave-front sensor and a deformable mirror.
The configured position map between the WFS and DM is shown in Fig. 3. It is a conventional position map,
where the integer is the actuator number of the DM, and the notation ‘+’ indicates the center position of each subaperture in the WFS. Here, the center position ‘+’ shows the total sub-apertures of a reference wave-front supplied
by the WFS manufacturer. The sizes of the DM and WFS are about 3.6 mm x 3.6 mm and 2.7 mm x 2.7 mm,
respectively.
Two-dimensional (2D) and three-dimensional (3D) images of a non-corrected wave-front image are shown in
Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), respectively. Corrected 2D and 3D wave-front images after the corrections are shown in Fig.
5(a) and Fig. 5(b), respectively.

(a) 2D image
(b) 3D image
Fig. 4. Images of a laser beam before wave-front correction.

(a) 2D image
(b) 3D image
Fig. 5. Images of a laser beam after the wave-front correction.

(a) Before correction
(b) After correction
Fig. 6. Image comparison of before (a) and after (a) correction for wave-front distortion.
The system corrects for the wave-front error generated by a rotating phase plate in a closed-loop. The correction
speed of the system varied within the range of 60 to 120 Hz. For the experiments, the rotating speed of the phase
plate having an atmospheric coherence length of 15 cm was 3.7 mm/s, which corresponds to a wind speed of 0.5

m/s. The range of the Strehl ratio for the corrected wave-front was improved to about 0.4 to 0.7 from the noncorrected ratio of 0.07 to 0.3. The monitored IC sample images before and after the wave-front corrections are
shown in Fig. 6 (a) and Fig. 6(b), respectively.

3.

EXPERIMENTS FOR ROBUST WAVE-FRONT CORRECTION USING A BUILT SMALL SCALE
ADAPTIVE OPTICS SYSTEM

The long-term stability of an adaptive optics system is essential for practical field applications. The dynamic range
of a closed-loop wave-front correction control system is decreased when the system consumes its voltage resources
to correct for small residual distortions. In principle, an adaptive optics system tries to correct for all the current
wave-front distortions measured by a sensor. If the system tries to correct for small uncorrectable distortions or
small systematic residual distortions, the system wastes its capability; thus, its control dynamic range is decreased.
The voltage values of the DM actuators in a configured closed-loop system can be saturated within sub-seconds if
the DM tries to correct for small, non-meaningful and uncorrectable distortions.
The saturated voltages according to the number of corrections for actuators 5, 28, and 60 are shown in Fig. 7(a).
Here, the rotating phase plate was stopped to make a fixed wave-front distortion. According to the number of
corrections, the peak-to-valley (PV) value and root-mean-square (RMS) value of the Zernike coefficients from 1 to
36 are shown in Fig. 7(b). Although the built adaptive optics system looked like it was correcting for the wave-front
distortion well, as shown in Fig. 7(b), the system consumed voltage resources to correct for small wave-front
distortions. When we checked the voltages of the three actuators (5, 28, 60), we found they were saturated after the
47th, 111th, and 618th corrections. These actuators were not used for the correction of the next wave-front distortion.

(a) Channel voltages
(b) PV(peak-to-valley) and RMS values
Fig. 7. Channel voltages (a) and PV-RMS values (b) according to the number of corrections.
In this study, adaptive limited control techniques were devised to prevent the waste of voltage resources for
correcting small non-meaningful wave-front distortions. The configured system does not apply voltages to a
deformable mirror when the calculated correction environment meets one of the following three conditions: 1) if a
current voltage RMS value of the DM actuators is less than a set threshold value (T 1), 2) if a difference RMS value
of the voltage pattern between the current calculated actuator voltages and previously applied actuator voltages in a
DM is less than a set threshold value (T2), and 3) if the RMS value of the current wave-front distortion is less than a
set threshold value (T3).
In the experiment, the values (T1, T2, T3) were calculated at the minimum RMS value of the residual wave-front
distortion after repeated corrections for one wave-front distortion acquired from one position of the stopped phase
plate. The threshold values were determined by equations nT1, nT2, and nT3, where n is an integer value. The
averaged threshold values acquired from ten positions of the stopped phase plate were used, and the value n was 2
(2T1, 2T2, 2T3) in the experiment.
Experimental results using the three conditions for the correction limit in the same environment of Figs. 7 are shown
in Figs. 8. The actuator voltages not consuming their voltage resources to correct for non-meaningful small
distortions are shown in Fig. 8(a). Here, the voltages of three actuators, 5, 28 and 60, were not applied after the 16th
correction. Thus, the dynamic range of the system was increased for the correction of the next wave-front distortion.

(a) Channel voltages
(b) PV(peak-to-valley) and RMS values
Fig. 8. Channel voltages (a) and PV & RMS values (b) using stability control according to the number of corrections.
During correction, the wave-front spot shapes placed on the outer search grids are strongly distorted because of the
generated steep slope in phase at the edge areas between the active outer actuators and non-active outer actuators.
Here, the outer actuators placed on the outside of the used actuators were not applied because of their low
performance. To reduce the steep slope generated in the outside edge area, an adaptive deformation using an
interpolation voltage for the non-active outer actuators was adopted. For the experiment, the voltages on the nonactive actuators were linearly interpolated from the voltages on the active neighboring actuators. This voltage
interpolation improved the correction efficiency, as shown in Fig. 9. RMS values of the Zernike coefficients from 1
to 36 according to the correction numbers are shown in Fig. 9. Here, graph (a) shows the correction results using a
fixed bias voltage for non-active outside actuators, and graph (b) shows the results using adaptive deformation based
on linear interpolation voltages from non-active actuators.

Fig. 9. RMS comparison of corrected wave-front using (a) conventionally- and (b) adaptively-controlled deformable
mirrors.
The mechanical arrangement between the Shack-Hartmann WFS and the membrane DM can be distorted during
long-term operation. The distortion can decrease the correction efficiency of the system and may cause a local
voltage saturation of an actuator. The locally biased voltages of the DM actuators decrease the system performance

by reducing the dynamic correction range. Although users usually acquire a new influence function matrix (IFM)
when the correction efficiency is low, the optimum correction efficiency is not fully recovered when the system is
considerably distorted. Thus, the pre-recognition of the current arrangement distortion before a correction starts is
useful for maintaining the optimum correction efficiency of the system because users can improve the system
performance through a rearrangement based on the provided current information.
The distribution of eigenvalues from the center actuator of 31 is well balanced in the initial system alignment shown
in Fig. 3. The distortion values of the X-axis and Y-axis are calculated according to equations (1) and (2) for the
inspection of the balance information of the eigenvalues.
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Here, V(x, y) is the eigenvalue mapped to a DM actuator position (x, y), and Px and Py are the positions of the Xaxis and Y-axis notated in Fig. 3.
The distortion values of Sx and Sy of the initially well-arranged Fig. 3(a) were 0.067 and 0.097, respectively.
To see the effects of mechanical distortion, DM was moved toward the X-direction. The unbalance of the eigenvalue
distribution is proportionally increased to the shifting values. The values of Sx and Sy from the shifted position of
105 ㎛ are 0.387 and 0.014, and the values are 0.517 and 0.135 from the shifted position of 210 ㎛. We can see that
the unbalance of the eigenvalue distribution is proportionally increased to the shifting distortion values.
The Strehl ratios acquired from the repeated correction number for one fixed wave-front distortion are shown in Fig.
10. The correction results using zonal control and modal control are shown in Figs. 10(a) and 10(b), respectively.
Here, notation ‘A’ means a non-shifted position, and notations ‘B’ and ‘C’ are shifted positions of 105 ㎛ and 210
㎛ from the optimum correction position of ‘A’, respectively. The independent self-influence function acquired from
each position was used in the experiment. As shown in this experiment, the correction performance according to the
repeated correction number is decreased when the shifting distance is increased. The zonal control provided better
correction results than the modal control results because sampling data of 77 points in the WFS were not enough to
extract the precise modal modes, and the 36 used modal modes were also not enough to reconstruct a precise phase.

(a) Zonal control mode
(b) Modal control mode
Fig. 10. Comparison of Strehl ratios acquired from repeated corrections in zonal and modal control modes.

(a) Zonal control mode
(b) Modal control mode
Fig. 11. Comparison of Sequential Strehl ratios acquired from a rotating phase plate using independent
influence function matrices.
The Strehl ratios acquired from a rotating phase plate of one turn are shown in Fig. 11. The zonal and modal
correction results are shown in Figs. 11(a) and 11(b), respectively. The average values for Figs. 11(a) and 11(b) are
shown in Figs. 12(a) and 12(b), respectively. Here, an independent self-influence function was also used. The
rotating speed of the phase plate was 3.7 mm/s, and the correction speed of the system was about 60 Hz. As shown
in the experiments, the correction results were worse with an increase in the shifting distance.

(a) Zonal control mode
(b) Modal control mode
Fig. 12. Comparison of averaged Strehl ratios acquired from a rotating phase plate in the zonal and modal
controls.
As a result of the experiments, the developed small-scale adaptive optics system using a cost-effective membrane
deformable mirror stably improved the quality of the acquired images. The adopted limited control techniques based
on the similarity of the voltage pattern, the RMS value of the voltage, and the RMS value of the wave-front
distortion improved the system’s stability by increasing the dynamic correction range of the configured system. In
addition, an adaptive moving technique for the non-active actuators, which uses interpolated voltages, improved the
correction efficiency. A pre-recognition process for checking the mechanical distortion of an adaptive optics system
is a useful tool to provide efficient correction results over a long period of time. The process of confirming the
eigenvalue balance is valuable to preventing a low-performance operation and improving the system stability by
reducing the unexpected distortions caused by locally saturated voltages.

4.

CONCLUSIONS

In this study, a cost-effective small-scale adaptive optics system using a membrane deformable mirror and a digital
Shack-Hartmann wave-front sensor was built. The experimental results showed that the developed system can be
stably operated by providing an improved Strehl ratio for the wave-front distortion. Stabilization techniques for the
developed adaptive optics system for robust image acquisition were investigated in this study. The devised limited
control techniques using the difference voltage pattern, voltage, and wave-front values efficiently improved the
stability by increasing the dynamic correction range of the system. In addition, an adaptive deformation method for

the non-active outer actuators using interpolated voltages improved the correction efficiency of the system. In
addition, the mechanical distortion effects between a WHS and a DM were studied, and a pre-recognition process
for the distortion was devised to keep the optimal performance over a long period of time. The recognition technique
for confirming a balanced work assignment among the DM actuators efficiently provided the arrangement distortion
information. The process confirming the eigenvalue balance among the actuators is useful for improving the
dynamic correction range in a closed-loop system.
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